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Abstract
In this work, we study a discrete-time multi-species ecological competition–predation system with several delays. By a new
method of difference inequality, it is shown that the system is permanent under some appropriate conditions. Moreover, we give an
example to illustrate the feasibility of our result.
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1. Introduction
Recently, many researchers have paid attention to the non-autonomous continuous population models described
by differential equations, see [1–8] and the references cited therein. For example, Wen [1] considered the global
attractivity of positive periodic solutions of the multi-species ecological competition–predation system. Yang and
Xu [2] studied the global attractivity and existence of the periodic n-prey and m-predator Lotka–Volterra system of
differential equations. It is biologically and mathematically crucial to study the existence and stability of periodic
solutions. However, a more basic and important biological question to ask is whether or not the populations involved
will be alive and well in the long run. In [3], Chen discussed the permanence and global stability of the non-
autonomous Lotka–Volterra system with multi-species predator–prey and deviating arguments by using a comparison
theorem and constructing a suitable Lyapunov functional. On the other hand, the problems of permanence of time-
delay systems have received considerable attention in theoretical ecology due to the fact that more realistic models
should include some of the past states of these systems. The dynamic behavior of population models governed by a
difference equation has also been studied by many authors, see [9–16] and the references cited therein, since such a
model could be more appropriate in some situations. To the best of our knowledge, no work on permanence of discrete
multi-species ecological competition–predation systems with several delays has been done yet.
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The aim of this work is to investigate the permanent behavior of the following discrete (l + m)-species
Lotka–Volterra competition–predation system with several delays:
xi (n + 1) = xi (n) exp
{
ri (n)− ai (n)xi (n)−
l∑
k=1
aik(n)xk(n − τik)−
m∑
k=1
eik(n)yk(n − ηik)
}
,
y j (n + 1) = y j (n) exp
{
−b j (n)− c j (n)y j (n)+
l∑
k=1
d jk(n)xk(n − δ jk)−
m∑
k=1
c jk(n)yk(n − ξ jk)
}
,
xi (θ) = φi (θ) ≥ 0, y j (θ) = ψ j (θ) ≥ 0, θ ∈ N[−τ, 0] := {−τ,−τ + 1, . . . ,−1, 0},
(1.1)
where i = 1, 2, . . . , l; j = 1, 2, . . . ,m; τik, ηik, δ jk and ξ jk are non-negative integers; φi (0) > 0, ψ j (0) > 0;
τ = max{ max
1≤i,k≤l
τik, max
1≤i≤l;1≤k≤m
ηik, max
1≤k≤l;1≤ j≤m
δ jk, max
1≤ j,k≤m
ξ jk} > 0;
xi (n) is the density of species X i at the nth generation; y j (n) is the density of species Y j at the nth generation; ri (n)
represents the intrinsic growth rate of the prey species X i at the nth generation; b j (n) represents the death rate of
the predator species Y j at the nth generation; aik(n) and c jk(n) measure the intensity of intraspecies competition or
interspecies action of prey species and predator species, respectively; eik(n) and d jk(n) represent the influences of the
(n−ηik)th and (n− δ jk)th generations of the predator and prey on the prey and predator population, respectively. For
more background on system (1.1), one could refer to [1,3].
System (1.1) is said to be permanent if there are positive constants Mk and Lk, k = 1, 2, such that each positive
solution {x1(n), . . . , xl(n), y1(n), . . . , ym(n)} of system (1.1) satisfies
L1 ≤ lim
n→∞ inf xi (n) ≤ limn→∞ sup xi (n) ≤ M1,
L2 ≤ lim
n→∞ inf y j (n) ≤ limn→∞ sup y j (n) ≤ M2,
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , l; j = 1, 2, . . . ,m.
Throughout this work, we always assume {ri (n)}, {b j (n)}, {aik(n)}, {eik(n)}, {d jk(n)}, {c jk(n)}, {ai (n)} and
{c j (n)} are bounded non-negative sequences, and use the following notations for any bounded sequence {u(n)}:
u = sup
n∈N
u(n), u = inf
n∈N
u(n).
This work is organized as follows. In the next section, we establish sufficient conditions on the permanence of
system (1.1). Then, a special situation of system (1.1) is investigated. Moreover, the theoretical result is confirmed by
a suitable example and numerical simulation.
2. Permanence
In this section, we obtain a sufficient condition for permanence of system (1.1). In order to present our main result,
we need some preparations.
Let Rl+m+ = {(x1(n), . . . , xl(n), y1(n), . . . , ym(n)) | xi (n) ≥ 0, y j (n) ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , l; j = 1, . . . ,m}, and let
x(n) = (x1(n), . . . , xl(n), y1(n), . . . , ym(n)) ∈ Rl+m+ , the notation x(n) > 0 denotes x(n) ∈ IntRl+m+ . For ecological
reasons, we consider system (1.1) only in IntRl+m+ . It is easy to obtain the following result.
Lemma 2.1. IntRl+m+ is a positively invariant set of system (1.1).
Lemma 2.2 (Lemma 1 [9]). Assume that {x(n)} satisfies x(n) > 0 and
x(n + 1) ≤ x(n) exp{r(n)(1− ax(n))}
for n ∈ [n1,∞), where a is a positive constant. Then
lim sup
n→∞
x(n) ≤ 1
ar
exp(r − 1).
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Lemma 2.3 (Lemma 2 [9]). Assume that {x(n)} satisfies
x(n + 1) ≥ x(n) exp{r(n)(1− ax(n))}, n ≥ N0,
lim supn→∞ x(n) ≤ K and x(N0) > 0, where a is a constant such that aK > 1 and N0 ∈ N. Then
lim inf
n→∞ x(n) ≥
1
a
exp{r(1− aK )}.
Before proceeding, we make a convention that
∏n
i=m F(i) = 1 if m > n.
The main result, Theorem 2.6, will follow directly from the following two propositions.
Proposition 2.4. For every solution {x1(n), . . . , xl(n), y1(n), . . . , ym(n)} of system (1.1), we have
lim sup
n→∞
xi (n) ≤ Mi (i = 1, 2, . . . , l), lim sup
n→∞
y j (n) ≤ W j ( j = 1, 2, . . . ,m),
where
Mi = exp(r i − 1)ai + ai i exp(−r iτi i )
, W j =
exp
(
l∑
k=1
d jkMk − b j − 1
)
c j + c j j exp
((
b j −
l∑
k=1
dkkMk
)
ξ j j
) .
Proof. First, we prove lim supn→∞ xi (n) ≤ Mi .
From the first equation of (1.1), we have
xi (n + 1) ≤ xi (n) exp{ri (n)}.
It follows that
n−1∏
s=n−τik
xi (s + 1) ≤
n−1∏
s=n−τik
xi (s) exp{ri (s)},
that is
xi (n) ≤ xi (n − τik) exp
{
n−1∑
s=n−τik
ri (s)
}
.
In other words,
xi (n − τik) ≥ xi (n) exp
{
−
n−1∑
s=n−τik
ri (s)
}
,
and hence
xi (n + 1) ≤ xi (n) exp
{
ri (n)− ai (n)xi (n)−
l∑
k=1
aik(n)xk(n) exp
{
−
n−1∑
s=n−τik
ri (s)
}}
≤ xi (n) exp
{
ri (n)− (ai (n)+ ai i (n)) exp
{
−
n−1∑
s=n−τi i
ri (s)
}
xi (n)
}
≤ xi (n) exp{r i − (ai + ai i ) exp(−r iτi i )xi (n)}.
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that
lim sup
n→∞
xi (n) ≤ Mi .
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Next, we prove that lim supn→∞ y j (n) ≤ W j . For sufficiently small  > 0, there exists sufficiently large n0 such
that xi (n) ≤ Mi +  for all n > n0. From the second equation of (1.1), we have
y j (n + 1) ≤ y j (n) exp
{
−b j (n)+
l∑
k=1
d jk(n)xk(n − δ jk)
}
≤ y j (n) exp
{
−b j (n)+
l∑
k=1
d jk(n)(Mk + )
}
.
By a similar argument, we can verify that
y j (n − ξ jk) ≤ y j (n) exp
 n−1∑
s=n−ξ jk
(
b j (s)−
l∑
k=1
d jk(s)(Mk + )
) ,
and hence
y j (n + 1) ≤ y j (n) exp
{(
−b j (n)+
l∑
k=1
d jk(n)(Mk + )
)
− c j (n)y j (n)
−
m∑
k=1
c jk(n)yk(n) exp
 n−1∑
s=n−ξ jk
(
bk(s)−
l∑
k=1
dkk(s)(Mk + )
)

≤ y j (n) exp
{(
−b j +
l∑
k=1
d jk(Mk + )
)
− (c j + c j j ) exp
{(
b j −
l∑
k=1
dkk(Mk + )
)
ξ j j
}
y j (n)
}
.
Therefore, by Lemma 2.2, we obtain
lim sup
n→∞
y j (n) ≤ W j .
The proof is complete. 
Proposition 2.5. Let {x1(n), . . . , xl(n), y1(n), . . . , ym(n)} denote any positive solution of system (1.1). Assume
(H) min
1≤i≤l;1≤ j≤m

(ai + ai i )Mi
r i −
l∑
k=1,k 6=i
aikMk −
m∑
k=1
eikWk
,
(c j + c j j )W j
l∑
k=1
d jkmk − b j −
m∑
k=1,k 6= j
c jkWk
 > 1.
Then there exist positive constants mi and w j such that
lim inf
n→∞ xi (n) ≥ mi , lim infn→∞ y j (n) ≥ w j (i = 1, 2, . . . , l; j = 1, 2, . . . ,m),
where
mi =
r1 −
l∑
k=1
aikMk −
m∑
k=1
eikWk
ai + ai i exp

(
r i −
l∑
k=1
aikMk
)
×
1− (ai + ai i )Mi
r i −
l∑
k=1
aikMk −
m∑
k=1
eikWk

 ,
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w j =
l∑
k=1
d jkmk − b j −
m∑
k=1
c jkWk
c j + c j j exp

(
−b j +
l∑
k=1
d jkmk −
m∑
k=1
c jkWk
)
×
1− (c j + c j j )W jl∑
k=1
d jkmk − b j −
m∑
k=1
c jkWk

 .
Proof. We first prove that lim infn→∞ xi (n) ≥ mi . For any  > 0, according to Proposition 2.4, there exists an n1 ∈ N
such that xi (n − τ) ≤ Mi + , y j (n − τ) ≤ W j +  for all n ≥ n1. Thus, it follows from the first equation of system
(1.1) that
xi (n + 1) ≥ xi (n) exp
{(
ri (n)−
l∑
k=1,k 6=i
aik(n)(Mk + )−
m∑
k=1
eik(n)(Wk + )
)
− (ai (n)+ ai i (n))xi (n)
}
= xi (n) exp

(
ri (n)−
l∑
k=1,k 6=i
aik(n)(Mk + )−
m∑
k=1
eik(n)(Wk + )
)
×
1− ai (n)+ ai i (n)
ri (n)−
l∑
k=1,k 6=i
aik(n)(Mk + )−
m∑
k=1
eik(n)(Wk + )
xi (n)


≥ xi (n) exp

(
ri (n)−
l∑
k=1,k 6=i
aik(n)(Mk + )−
m∑
k=1
eik(n)(Wk + )
)
×
1− ai (n)+ ai i (n)
r i −
l∑
k=1,k 6=i
aik(Mk + )−
m∑
k=1
eik(Wk + )
xi (n)

 .
By Lemma 2.3 and condition (H), we obtain
lim inf
n→∞ xi (n) ≥ mi .
From the second equation of (1.1), we have
y j (n + 1) ≥ y j (n) exp
{
−b j (n)+
l∑
k=1
d jk(n)mk −
m∑
k=1,k 6= j
c jk(n)(Wk + )− (c j (n)+ c j j (n))y j (n)
}
= y j (n) exp

(
−b j (n)+
l∑
k=1
d jk(n)mk −
m∑
k=1,k 6= j
c jk(n)(Wk + )
)
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×
1− c j (n)+ c j j (n)l∑
k=1
d jk(n)mk − b j (n)−
m∑
k=1,k 6= j
c jk(n)(Wk + )
y j (n)


≥ y j (n) exp

(
−b j (n)+
l∑
k=1
d jk(n)mk −
m∑
k=1,k 6= j
c jk(n)(Wk + )
)
×
1− c j (n)+ c j j (n)l∑
k=1
d jkmk − b j −
m∑
k=1,k 6= j
c jk(Wk + )
y j (n)

 .
By Lemma 2.3 and condition (H), we obtain lim infn→∞ y j (n) ≥ w j . This completes the proof. 
Now, we state our main results of this work, whose proof is a direct consequence of Propositions 2.4 and 2.5.
Theorem 2.6. Assume (H) holds. Then system (1.1) is permanent.
Now, let us consider the special case of system (1.1), i.e., ai (n) ≡ c j (n) ≡ 0, τik ≡ 0, ηis ≡ 0, δ jk ≡ 0 and
ξ js ≡ 0(i, k = 1, 2, . . . , l; j, s = 1, 2, . . . ,m); in this case, system (1.1) can be written as
xi (n + 1) = xi (n) exp
{
ri (n)−
l∑
k=1
aik(n)xk(n)−
m∑
k=1
eik(n)yk(n)
}
,
y j (n + 1) = y j (n) exp
{
−b j (n)+
l∑
k=1
d jk(n)xk(n)−
m∑
k=1
c jk(n)yk(n)
}
.
(2.1)
As a corollary of Theorem 2.6, we have
Corollary 2.7. Let {x1(n), . . . , xl(n), y1(n), . . . , ym(n)} denote any positive solution of system (2.1). Assume
min
1≤i≤l;1≤ j≤m

ai iM ′i
r i −
l∑
k=1,k 6=i
aikM ′k −
m∑
k=1
eikW ′k
,
c j jW ′j
l∑
k=1
d jkm
′
k − b j −
m∑
k=1,k 6= j
c jkW ′k
 > 1
holds. Then there exist positive constants M ′i ,W ′j , m′i and w′j such that
m′i ≤ lim infn→∞ xi (n) ≤ lim supn→∞ xi (n) ≤ M
′
i (i = 1, 2, . . . , l),
w′j ≤ lim infn→∞ y j (n) ≤ lim supn→∞ y j (n) ≤ W
′
j ( j = 1, 2, . . . ,m),
where
M ′i =
exp(r i − 1)
ai i
, W ′j =
exp
(
l∑
k=1
d jkM ′k − b j − 1
)
c j j
,
m′i =
r1 −
l∑
k=1
aikM ′k −
m∑
k=1
eikW ′k
ai i
exp

(
r i −
l∑
k=1
aikM
′
k
)1− ai iM ′i
r i −
l∑
k=1
aikM ′k −
m∑
k=1
eikW ′k

 ,
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Fig. 2.1. With initial conditions φ(θ) = 0.6, ψ1(θ) = 0.4, ψ2(θ) = 0.5.
w′j =
l∑
k=1
d jkm
′
k − b j −
m∑
k=1
c jkW ′k
c j j
exp

(
−b j +
l∑
k=1
d jkm
′
k −
m∑
k=1
c jkW
′
k
)
×
1− c j jW
′
j
l∑
k=1
d jkm
′
k − b j −
m∑
k=1
c jkW ′k

 .
Finally, we give a suitable example to illustrate the feasibility of Theorem 2.6.
Example. We consider the following system:
x(n + 1) = x(n) exp
{
1− x(n − 1)− 1
60
(3+ sin n)y1(n)
}
,
y1(n + 1) = y1(n) exp
{
−1+ 2
9
(8+ cos n)x(n)− y1(n − 1)− 180 (3+ sin n)y2(n)
}
,
y2(n + 1) = y2(n) exp
{
−1− cos n + 2
9
(8+ cos n)x(n)− y2(n − 1)
}
.
(2.2)
It is easy to verify that system (2.2) satisfies the condition (H). Therefore, by Theorem 2.6, we see that system (2.2) is
permanent. Numerical simulation illustrates the above result (see Fig. 2.1).
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